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In Brief
Giess et al. introduce RCP-seq, a method
to study small ribosomal subunit (SSU)
dynamics in zebrafish. It reveals
threading as the main mode of
recruitment to the mRNA and quantifies
the impact of sequence features that
affect SSU processivity. By contrasting
scanning to translating ribosomes, the
study calculates initiation rates and
redefines the optimal translation initiation
context for zebrafish.
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Translation initiation is often attributed as the rate-
determining step of eukaryotic protein synthesis
and key to gene expression control. Despite this cen-
trality, the series of steps involved in this process is
poorly understood. Here, we capture the transcrip-
tome-wide occupancy of ribosomes across all
stages of translation initiation, enabling us to charac-
terize the transcriptome-wide dynamics of ribosome
recruitment to mRNAs, scanning across 50 UTRs and
stop codon recognition, in a higher eukaryote. We
provide mechanistic evidence for ribosomes attach-
ing to the mRNA by threading the mRNA through the
small subunit. Moreover, we identify features that
regulate the recruitment and processivity of scan-
ning ribosomes and redefine optimal initiation con-
texts. Our approach enables deconvoluting transla-
tion initiation into separate stages and identifying
regulators at each step.INTRODUCTION
In eukaryotes, translation initiation is a highly orchestrated
sequence of events where the ribosomal 43S pre-initiation com-
plex (PIC) is first recruited to the beginning of the transcript
through interactions with initiation factors and the 50 m7G cap
(Sonenberg and Gingras, 1998). Previous studies have sug-
gested two alternative models for the 43S PIC binding to
mRNA (Kumar et al., 2016). In the first, mRNA is ‘‘threaded’’
through the mRNA channel of the complex, while in the second,
mRNA ‘‘slots’’ directly into the channel, possibly leading to sub-
optimal scanning of the first nucleotides (Kumar et al., 2016). The
43S PIC then scans the transcript in a 50-to-30 direction until a
suitable translation initiation site (TIS) is encountered. Upon
recognition of the TIS, the large ribosomal subunit (60S) is re-
cruited to form an elongation-capable 80S ribosome. These initi-
ation steps are broadly acknowledged to be a rate-limiting factor
in protein synthesis (Arava et al., 2003; Shah et al., 2013; Shiro-
kikh and Preiss, 2018). Despite this, our knowledge of ribosome
recruitment, scanning, and TIS recognition is limited.This is an open access article undRibosome profiling (ribo-seq) has enabled global quantifica-
tion and localization of translation through the capture of foot-
prints from elongating 80S ribosomes (Ingolia et al., 2009). A lim-
itation of ribo-seq, however, is that it is blind to ribosomes from
other stages of translation. Recently, translation complex
profiling (TCP-seq) was introduced in yeast, which circumvented
this problem by crosslinking all stages of ribosomes to the
mRNAs (Archer et al., 2016). However, because this technique
relies on first purifying 80S ribosome-containing transcripts, it
is limited to studying small ribosomal subunit (SSU) (40S) posi-
tioning to transcripts that have at least one 80S ribosome and
are thus actively translated. Here, we have expanded this
approach to capture footprints from all ribosome-associated
mRNAs, including transcripts not bound by any 80S subunit.
Our approach immobilizes all ribosomal subunits on the mRNA
by paraformaldehyde crosslinking, followed by sucrose gradient
separation of the small subunits from the 80S complexes (Archer
et al., 2016; Figure 1A; STARMethods). After extracting the RNA,
sequencing libraries are made of each fraction using template
switching, which enables the use of ultra-low input material
(1 ng) (Hornstein et al., 2016). Because our method captures
different populations of ribosomes than TCP-seq, we will refer
to our modified protocol as ‘‘ribosome complex profiling’’
(RCP-seq).
Here, we use RCP-seq to capture footprints of both 80S ribo-
somes and SSUs across the transcriptome of a developing ze-
brafish embryo (Figure 1A; STAR Methods). Mapping scanning
small subunits over 50 UTRs allows us to distinguish three distinct
phases during translational initiation: (1) recruitment of small
subunits to the mRNAs, (2) progression along the 50 UTR to the
start codon, and (3) conversion of scanning to elongating
ribosomes.RESULTS
To investigate the regulation of translation initiation in a verte-
brate, we performed RCP-seq during zebrafish embryo develop-
ment (see STAR Methods). As expected under the scanning
model of translation, the footprints from the small subunit frac-
tion predominantlymapped to the 50 UTRof the transcripts, while
the elongating 80S footprints mainly mapped to the coding
sequence (CDS). A sharp divide between the fractions occurred
at the start codon consistent with the conversion of scanningCell Reports 31, 107534, April 21, 2020 ª 2020 The Author(s). 1
er the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Figure 1. RCP-Seq Selectively Captures 80S Ribosomes and Small Subunits in Zebrafish
(A) Schematic representation of RCP-seq protocol.
(B) Coverage of RCP-seq reads across all transcripts. Footprints from small subunits (blue) map predominantly to 50 UTRs, while 80S footprints (orange) map
predominantly to coding sequence (CDS).
(C) Abundance of tRNA species (x axis) and false discovery rate (FDR) (y axis) between the RCP-seq small subunit (40S) and 80S fractions. Initiator Met-tRNA is
highlighted (blue).
(D) Over-representation of RCP-seq small subunit (top) and 80S (bottom) fraction footprints around start codons. Counts of 50 (left) or 30 (right) ends of fragments
are summed across highly expressed genes (R10 fragments per kilobase of transcript per million mapped reads (FPKM). The barplots show the proportion of
read counts per position (x axis), while the heatmaps show the same counts stratified by length (y axis) and colored by total count.
See also Figure S1.43S PICs to elongating 80S ribosomes (Figure 1B). Here, the dis-
tribution of footprint lengths also revealed a range of ribosomal
initiation conformations similar to those previously reported in
yeast (Figures 1D and S1; Archer et al., 2016). As previously re-
ported for TCP-seq, tRNA species contained within ribosomes
are also selectively protected by RCP-seq, and consistent
with capturing scanning ribosomes, we found initiator Met-
tRNA strongly enriched in the small subunit fraction (Figure 1C).
Taken together, these observations provide strong support for
the selective capture of footprints from small subunits with
RCP-seq.2 Cell Reports 31, 107534, April 21, 2020We first sought to understand how the 43S PIC is recruited to
the mRNA. The slotting and threading models are predicted to
lead to substantially different profiles of protected fragments
over the start of the transcript (Figure 2A). Zebrafish mRNAs
have a strong enrichment of small subunit footprints coinciding
with the transcription start site (Figure 2B). This enrichment is
not present in non-coding RNAs, arguing that it is a feature
only of translated RNA molecules and not an artifact of the
method (Figure S3). The 50 ends of these footprints all coincide
with the transcription start sites (Figure 2B) and have a wide
range of read lengths from the lower detection limit (15 nt) up
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Figure 2. 43S PIC Recruitment and Impact of 50 Transcript Features
(A) Schematic representation of two canonical recruitment models (top panel), ‘‘threading’’ (left) and ‘‘slotting’’ (right), the resulting protected fragments (middle
panel), and the location of the mapped reads relative to the transcription start site (bottom panel).
(B) Heatmap of counts from 50 ends of small subunit reads stratified by length (y axis) over each position (x axis) relative to transcription start site. Barplot above
shows the proportion of reads at each position.
(C) Same as (B), but for 30 ends of small subunit reads.
(D and E) Same as (B) and (C), but from 4Ei-10-inhibited samples (10 mM).
(legend continued on next page)
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to 80 nt, which is slightly longer than scanning 43S PICs (Fig-
ure 2C). The majority of footprints downstream of this peak
correspond to the range commonly reported for 43S PICs
(60–70 nt) (Kozak and Shatkin, 1978; Archer et al., 2016). A
similar pattern was also observed when realigning data from
TCP-seq in yeast to high-resolution mapping of transcription
start sites (Wery et al., 2016; Figure S2; STAR Methods). These
patterns of increasing lengths of small subunit footprints at the
start of the transcript up to the size of the longest small subunit
footprints are consistent with footprints from successive thread-
ing of the transcript through the mRNA channel of the 43S PIC
complex.
Under the threading model, the cap-binding initiation factor
eIF4E is placed at the leading edge of the 43S PIC and mRNA
is threaded through the mRNA-binding channel (Elfakess et al.,
2011; Kumar et al., 2016). To test the response of the transcription
start site peaks to eIF4E inhibition, we sequestered eIF4E using
the small molecule inhibitor 4Ei-10 (Okon et al., 2017), a cell-
permeable prodrug improving upon 4Ei-1 (Smith et al., 2015),
thereby specifically blocking eIF4E-cap binding, leading to a
small but general inhibition of translation (Figure S4) followed by
RCP-seq. This resulted in a global depletion of peaks at the tran-
scription start sites consistent with these originating from eIF4E-
dependent ribosome loading through threading (Figures 2D and
2E). The ratio of footprints starting at the transcription start site
relative to footprints internal to the 50 UTR (position 2–100) was
reduced to 63% and 1% of wild-type (WT) levels upon 0.1
and 10 mM 4Ei-10 treatment, respectively (Figures 2F and S4B;
p <2.73 109 and p < 2.13 1015). In transcripts with very short
50 UTRs, translation can be initiated through the translation initi-
ator of short 50 UTR (TISU) motif. In these transcripts, only thread-
ing is expected to be able to initiate translation, as slotting would
deposit the small subunit too far downstream to scan the start
codon (Elfakess et al., 2011; Kumar et al., 2016). Consistent
with this and previous reports that TISU transcripts are eIF4E sen-
sitive (Elfakess et al., 2011), upon eIF4E inhibition, we observed a
strong reduction of transcription start site peaks compared to
RNA levels across all transcripts initiated through the TISU motif
(89%–92% reduction, p < 2.2 3 1016; Figure S4C). The peak
was also dose-dependently reduced relative to internal reads in
the 50 UTR (compare Figures S3E and S3F to Figure S3D). Collec-
tively, this suggests threading is dependent on eIF4E and is a
common recruitment pathway during early development.
We next asked which features could influence the recruitment
of 43SPICs to the 50 cap. Tomeasure the amount of 43S PIC pre-
sent on 50 UTRs, we defined the scanning efficiency (SE) as the
number of small subunit footprints over a 50 UTR relative to its
mRNA abundance (STAR Methods). This metric is conceptually(F) Counts of 50 ends of reads from small subunits at transcription start site (TSS)
TSS. Three conditions are shown: control (DMSO) and treatment with 0.1 mM an
(G) Empirical cumulative density of scanning efficiency (SE) (top) or translation effi
transcripts colored by their first nucleotide. An initial pyrimidine (C/T) results in low
A = 10,388, C = 1,663, G = 8,335, T = 967) and translational efficiency (TE) (C: p < 2.
starting with a TOPmotif. These have reduced SE (p < 2.23 1016) and TE (p < 2.2
SE (p < 2.2 3 1016) and translation efficiency (p < 2.2 3 1016) compared to n
transcripts per group: C = 1,257, other = 19,690, TOP = 406.
See also Figures S2–S4.
4 Cell Reports 31, 107534, April 21, 2020identical to the widely used translational efficiency (TE), which
measures elongating ribosomes relative to mRNA abundance
(Ingolia, Lareau and Weissman, 2011). Using this metric, we
observed that transcripts with a 50 C, and to a lesser extent 50
T, showed reduced SE and TE compared to transcripts begin-
ning with an A or G (Figure 2G). This is consistent with in vitro
biochemical studies which have shown that transcripts begin-
ningwith a pyrimidine (C/T) have a lower affinity for eIF4E binding
than those starting with a purine (A/G) (Meyuhas and Kahan,
2015; Tamarkin-Ben-Harush et al., 2017). An initial C is a feature
of transcripts containing a 50 terminal oligo-pyrimidine (TOP)
tract, a motif often present in mRNAs encoding the protein syn-
thesis machinery and a target of mTOR-mediated translation
control (Meyuhas and Kahan, 2015; Tamarkin-Ben-Harush
et al., 2017; Danks et al., 2019). We found that while C has an ef-
fect, the overall effect on SE and TE reduction is dominated by
mRNAs with the TOP motif (Figure 2G). This demonstrates that
during early development, a reduced number of 43S PICs are re-
cruited to TOP-motif-containing transcripts, resulting in reduced
translation.
As the 43S PIC progresses through the 50 UTR, it can
encounter obstacles that can lead to termination of scanning.
The RCP-seq data revealed this as a slight decline of scanning
ribosomes throughout the 50 UTR (Figure 3A). Under the
assumption that averaged across all transcripts scanning pro-
ceeds at a uniform pace throughout the 50 UTR, we compared
the density of small subunit complexes of all transcripts at the
50 end of the mRNA to the density proximal to the start codon
(Figure 3A). Based on this analysis, we estimate that on average
across all transcripts about 68% of all ribosomes recruited to the
50 end reach the start codon. The loss of scanning ribosomes is
largely contingent on whether the 50 UTR contains one or more
upstream open reading frames (uORF) (Calvo et al., 2009;
Chew et al., 2013; Table S1) with only a weak correlation (Spear-
man’s rho: 0.03) with 50 UTR length if you control for the num-
ber of uORFs (Figure 3B). In transcripts that lack a uORF, we find
that scanning overall maintains high processivity endogenously,
consistent with previous results from reporter constructs (Ber-
thelot et al., 2004; Andreev et al., 2009; Dmitriev et al., 2009),
with amedian of 95%of ribosomes retained. Collectively, this ar-
gues that scanning is highly stable and globally regulated
through 50 UTR elements promoting disassociation.
In transcripts containing uORFs, the CDS is translated either
from ribosomes that fail to recognize the often suboptimal
uORF TIS (Kozak, 2002; Ingolia et al., 2009; Fritsch et al.,
2012; Lee et al., 2012) or by reinitiating ribosomes that continue
scanning after translating the uORF (Kozak, 1987b; Grant and
Hinnebusch, 1994). uORF regulation of protein synthesis canand 100 nt downstream. Dotted lines show the number of reads starting at the
d 10 mM 4Ei-10.
ciency (bottom) for highly expressed transcripts (>10 FPKM). Left panels show
er SE (C: p < 2.23 1016, T: p < 2.23 1016; number of transcripts per group,
23 1016, T: p < 2.23 1016) than a purine (A/G). Right panels show transcripts
3 1016), while non-TOP transcripts starting with a C show aminor reduction in
on-TOP transcripts starting with the other 3 nt (‘‘other’’ in figure). Number of
A B
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Figure 3. 43S PICs Processivity across 50 UTRs Is Affected by uORFs
(A) Regions for estimations of small ribosomal subunit loss across 50 UTRs, indicated by dashed lines. Transcripts were selected to be protein coding with 50 UTRs
regions R200 nt.
(B) Loss of small subunits scanning the 50 UTR (y axis) as a function of 50 UTR length (x axis). To control for the strong dependency between length of 50 UTR and
number of uORFs, the loss is calculated relative to themedian loss of small subunits for all 50 UTRswith the same number of ATG-initiated uORFs (horizontal line).
Transcripts are selected to have 50 UTR >220 nt and 50 proximal SSU >10 FPKM and TIS proximal regions SSU >0 FPKM.
(C–E) The impact of the number of uORFs on (C) scanning subunits on 50 UTR, (D) the TE of the 50 UTR, and (E) the TE of the protein.
(F) Coverage of small subunit (40S) footprints (top, blue) and 80S complex footprints (bottom, orange) in fixed windows of 100 nt up- and downstream of the first
ATG uORF.
(G) Heatmaps showing the rate of scanning subunit consumption as measured by the ratio of small subunit reads upstream versus downstream of all uORF start
codons stratified by surrounding Kozak score and start codon.
(H) Similar to (G), but with ranking of start and stop codon, measuring upstream versus downstream of all uORFs.
(I and J) The impact of stop codon identity on the ratio of small subunit footprints to 80S complex footprints over uORF stop codons (I) and effects on TE of
downstream CDS (J) (***p < 0.001).
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therefore be assessed globally by measuring SSU consumption
and relative translational levels in the 50 UTR and CDS regions
(Figures 3C–3E). Consistent with our global estimates, we find
a local decline of 43S PIC footprints coinciding with an increase
in 80S footprints at uORF TISs (Figure 3F). The ratio of the 43S
PIC density upstream versus downstream of a uORF TIS can
therefore quantify to what extent uORFs consume scanning
43S PICs (Figure 3F). As expected, uORFs starting with an
ATG start codon (Figures 3G and 3H) and with a TIS context
similar to the Kozak sequence (Figure 3G) have the highest
43S PIC consumption.
We found the ability of the small subunit to resume scanning
after uORF translation to be dependent on the choice of stop
codon. For proteins, TAA and TGA have been reported as the
most and least efficient termination codons, respectively (Bone-
tti et al., 1995). Consistently, uORFs with TGA have the greatest
reduction of downstream scanning small subunits (Figure 3H)
and the lowest ratio of small subunit to 80S complexes over their
stop codons (Figure 3I). Globally, this less efficient stop codon
recognition leads to a small but significant effect on the TE of
the downstream CDS (Figure 3J), suggesting that failure to
recognize a stop codon can result in extended uORF translation
and decreased rates of reinitiation after the translation of the
extended uORF (Luukkonen et al., 1995; Kozak, 2001; Szamecz
et al., 2008; Mohammad et al., 2017).
Whether a 43S PIC will recognize the TIS and trigger initiation
of translation depends on the sequence surrounding the start
codon. For many species, studies have defined an optimal
consensus sequence for translation initiation (the Kozak
sequence; Kozak, 1986, 1987a), often using indirect measures
such as sequence conservation (Grzegorski et al., 2014) or re-
porter protein expression (Noderer et al., 2014). Uniquely,
RCP-seq enables us to directly measure the average initiation
rate (IR) on individual transcripts as the ratio of 80S ribosomes
in the CDS to small subunit complexes in the 50 UTR (Figure 4A;
STAR Methods). By calculating the median IR of all transcripts
containing a specific nucleotide at a specific position, this model
revealed that the consensus of maximized IR is identical to the
known zebrafish Kozak sequence (AAACATG) (Grzegorski
et al., 2014; Figure 4B). This model, however, considers posi-
tions independently and therefore only reflects an average over
sequences with high IR and not the efficiency of any particular
sequence. To obtain this, we grouped all genes with identical
sequence context and ranked these sequences by their median
IR (Figures 4C and 4D). The resulting ranking was consistent with
a previous assessment of a small number of sequences in zebra-
fish (Grzegorski et al., 2014) but surprisingly revealed that the Ko-
zak sequence is not the optimal context. The highest scoring
sequence was CATCATG, which differs by two bases from the
consensus Kozak sequence (C at4 and T at2). More surpris-
ingly, several sequences that differ strongly to the reported
Kozak sequence rank above it. To test this new metric, we con-
structed GFP mRNA reporters with three different initiation se-
quences but otherwise identical: (1) AAGC, a sequence highly
similar to the Kozak but with low IR; (2) AAAC, the Kozak
sequence previously defined for zebrafish; and (3) TGGA, a
sequence differing at all four bases from the Kozak but with
greater IR. The TE (see STAR Methods) of these reporters6 Cell Reports 31, 107534, April 21, 2020when injected into zebrafish embryos confirmed our direct mea-
surements from IR (Figure 4E), with statistically significant differ-
ences among all three contexts, with TGGA showing consis-
tently higher TE than the other two. Taken together with
previous reports of weaker than expected correlations between
Kozak sequences and translation (Vogel et al., 2010; Pop et al.,
2014), this demonstrates that a Kozak-similarity measure does
not capture the complexity of start codon recognition but can
be obtained by transcriptome-wide quantification through
methods such as RCP-seq.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we expanded the TCP-seq protocol in two key as-
pects: (1) we capture all small subunits, not only those that co-
occur on transcripts with 80S ribosomes; and (2) we use tem-
plate switching in the library preparation to enable the use of
less input material (Hornstein et al., 2016). This method, RCP-
seq, therefore captures ribosomal complexes globally from all
stages of the translation process and can be easily applied to
other systems with limited input material, such as specific poly-
somal fractions or cell types. We used RCP-seq to study the dy-
namics of translation initiation during early stages of develop-
ment in a vertebrate system, zebrafish. The longer 50 UTRs of
zebrafish allows for a detailed analysis of initiation by spatial sep-
aration of recruitment, scanning and start codon recognition.
Our data support the threadingmodel of ribosome recruitment
to mRNA. At the 50 end of mRNAs, we observed a ‘‘ladder’’ of
differentially sized fragments with 50 ends coinciding with the
transcription start site (Figures 2B and 2C). Fragment sizes
shorter than the length of the 40S mRNA tunnel are consistent
with the mRNA gradually entering the tunnel but conflicts with
a slotting model where single-sized fragments would be ex-
pected (Figure 2A). However, two alternative explanations could
also potentially account for these fragments. In the first, the SSU
could be slotted adjacent to the 50 cap but then proceed to back-
slide in the 50 direction. However, previous studies have shown
that mRNA binding by factors eIF4A, eIF4B/H, and eIF4F pre-
vents the SSU from backsliding (Siridechadilok et al., 2005; Spi-
rin, 2009), which makes it unlikely that the abundant 50 reads
(suggesting a frequent occurrence) are due to backsliding. The
second possibility is that these reads are simply 30-to-50 degra-
dation intermediates. However, two observations argue against
this possibility. First, non-coding RNAs have very few 50 reads,
arguing for a translation-dependent origin (Figure S3G). Second,
sequencing reads from degradation intermediates (and other
possible artifacts) would be expected to increase when ribo-
some scanning is inhibited. Instead, upon eIF4E inhibition, we
observe that these short 50 fragments disappear together with
fragments derived from SSU scanning (Figures 2D–2F). We
therefore conclude that threading of mRNAs is the most likely
explanation for the presence of these fragments. Moreover,
TCP-seq libraries from yeast realigned to cap analysis gene
expression (CAGE)-defined transcription start sites revealed a
similar distribution of short 50 fragments (Figure S2), supporting
threading as a universal mechanism.
Our data allowed for the analysis of global processivity of
scanning ribosomes, showing no correlation between SSU loss
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Figure 4. Direct Measurements of Initiation Rate
(A) Schematic representation of the three introduced metrics. SE is defined as the number of small subunit footprints over a 50 UTR relative to its mRNA
abundance. Initiation rate (IR) is defined as the ratio of 80S ribosomes in the CDS to small subunits in the 50 UTR. TE measures elongating ribosomes relative to
mRNA abundance.
(B) Median IRs for all transcripts containing nucleotide (y axis) at a specific position (x axis) relative to the protein TIS. The zebrafish Kozak sequence is highlighted
with black borders (AAACATGGC).
(C) Mean IR for the entire sequence from 4 to 1 (top) with corresponding Kozak strength (bottom). Arrows indicate the sequences selected for reporter
constructs.
(D) Correlation between Kozak strength and IR values shown in (C). The sites with very high similarity to the Kozak (more than 5.5) tend to have good IR, but
overall, Kozak similarity is not a good predictor of IR.
(E) Relative protein abundance for GFP reporter constructs for three different initiation contexts, as measured by the protein/RNA abundance ratios in zebrafish
embryos at 24 h post-fertilization.and length of 50 UTR, in agreement with reporter construct ex-
periments in cell lines and in vitro (Andreev et al., 2009; Dmitriev
et al., 2009). We found that the majority of scanning ribosomes
reach the protein coding start codon and identified uORFs as a
major cause of detachment. Consistent with previous studies
on individual genes (Grant and Hinnebusch, 1994; McCaughan
et al., 1995; Beznosková et al., 2016; Cridge et al., 2018), we
find that the choice of stop codon affects uORF termination
across the transcriptome and furthermore that poor stop codons
can lead to an increase of readthrough 80S ribosomes, poten-
tially decreasing the ability of SSUs to reinitiate at the CDS.
This can result in a reduction of CDS translation, suggesting
that the choice of uORF stop codon can globally tune protein
expression. Since these estimates are calculated from global av-
erages, they can represent a range of effects on individual genes.
In fact, studies of individual cases have shown that many uORFs
have little or no effect and that some may even lead to activationof downstream translation, where interplay between complex
uORF arrangements can lead to dramatic change in TE. These
effects are highly dependent on the uORF features and its loca-
tion in the 50 UTR (Gunisová and Valásek, 2014; Gunisová et al.,
2016; Lin et al., 2019). Here, we have shown that, globally,
uORFs are on average slightly inhibitory and that RCP-seq pro-
vides a novel view into this regulation by revealing the interplay of
small and large ribosomal complexes.
Previous in vivo analyses of start context optimality have
focused mainly on common/conserved sequences (Hernández
et al., 2019) and construct reporters (Kozak, 1986) and have
been limited to measuring their optimality only indirectly through
translational output. By directly contrasting the abundance of
scanning complexes relative to translating ribosomes, RCP-
seq offers a unique perspective into start codon recognition.
This enabled us to confirm previous observations that the Kozak
sequence provides a strong initiation context but furthermoreCell Reports 31, 107534, April 21, 2020 7
revealed that there are other endogenous sequences that give
rise to equal or better rates of initiation. This is consistent with re-
ports of weaker than expected correlations between Kozak se-
quences and protein abundance in humans (Vogel et al., 2010)
and yeast (Pop et al., 2014). Together, this demonstrates that
RCP-seq can give unique insight into start codon recognition
and provide a valuable tool for assessing or optimizing
translation.
Overall, our approach enables the deconvolution of translation
initiation into distinct events, including recruitment, processivity
of small subunits and IRs. The RCP-seq protocol can be further
applied to study samples with limited input material, which will
allow addressing heterogeneity and specialization of the transla-
tion machinery, compartmentalized translation or tissue-specific
translation. This opens for the possibility to obtain novel insights
into scanning and initiating mechanisms across organisms and
disease models.STAR+METHODS
Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper
and include the following:
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B Transcript definitions
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B RCP-seq fractionation
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B Read counting
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STAR+METHODSKEY RESOURCES TABLEREAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER
Biological Samples
Danio rerio embryonic samples This study NA
Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins
cOmplete, Mini, EDTA-free protease inhibitor cocktail Roche Cat#COEDTAF-RO
4Ei-10 Wagner lab NA
Pronase Roche Cat#PRON-RO
Superase-In (RNase Inhibitor) Invitrogen Cat#AM2694
RNase I Thermo Scientific Cat#EN0601
T4 PNK New England Biolabs Cat#M0201L
High Fidelity Phusion MasterMix Thermo Fisher Cat#F-531L
Critical Commercial Assays
Ribo-zero Gold rRNA Removal kit Illumina Cat#MRZG126
TaKaRa SMARTer smRNA-Seq Kit for Illumina Clontech Cat#635029
RNA Clean & concentrator-5 Zymo Research Cat#R1013
Agilent Bioanalyzer DNA High Sensitivity kit Agilent Cat#5067-4626
Pierce BCA kit Thermo Scientific Cat#23225
mMessage mMachine Thermo Fisher Cat#AM1340
Deposited Data
Raw and analyzed data This study PRJEB33323
CAGE zebrafish (2hpf, 4hpf, 6hpf) Nepal et al., 2013 SRA055273
Ribo-seq zebrafish (2hpf, 4hpf, 6hpf) Chew et al., 2013 GSE46512
CAGE yeast Wery et al., 2016 GSE69384
Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains
Danio rerio AB strain This study NA
Oligonucleotides
SP6-AAAC-fw: CTTGATTTAGGTGACACTATAGTACGGATTCG
TACACCAGTAAAGGCGAAACATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAG
Sigma NA
SP6-AAGC-fw: CTTGATTTAGGTGACACTATAGTACGGATTCG
TACACCAGTAAAGGCGAAGCATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAG
Sigma NA
SP6-TGGA-fw: CTTGATTTAGGTGACACTATAGTACGGATTCG
TACACCAGTAAAGGCGTGGAATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAG
Sigma NA
M13-rev: GGAAACAGCTATGACCATG Sigma NA
SP6-RFP-AAAC-fw: CTTGATTTAGGTGACACTATAGTACGGA
TTCGTACACCAGTAAAGGCGAAACATGGTGTCTAAGGGCGA
AGA
Sigma NA
RFP-rev: CAGCCATACCACATTTGTAGAG Sigma NA
eGFP qPCR fw: TCAAGGAGGACGGCAACATC Sigma NA
eGFP qPCR rev: AACTCCAGCAGGACCATGTG Sigma NA
RFP qPCR fw: TGCAGAAGAAAACACTCGGC Sigma NA
RFP qPCR rev: TGTCGGCCTCCTTGATTCTT Sigma NA
Serp1 qPCR fw: GTGGATCAGCGATATTCCAG Sigma NA
Serp1 qPCR rev: AGAGAAGCGGAATGGTCGAG Sigma NA
Elf1a qPCR fw: CTCCTCTTGGTCGCTTTGCT Sigma NA
Elf1a qPCR rev: GCCTTCTGTGCAGACTTTGTGA Sigma NA
(Continued on next page)
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER
Recombinant DNA
pT2KXIGdeltaIn-MCS-birA-tagRFP Addgene Cat#58378; RRID: Addgene_58378
Software and Algorithms
bowtie v2.2.4 Langmead and Salzberg, 2012 http://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.
net/bowtie2/index.shtml
STAR v.2.5.1a Dobin et al., 2013 NA
tophap2 v2.0.14 Kim et al., 2013 NA
samtools v1.2 Li et al., 2009 http://www.htslib.org/
tRNAscan-SE v2.0 Chan and Lowe, 2019 NA
R v3.6.0 R foundation NA
CageR v1.12.0 Haberle et al., 2015 NA
edgeR v3.12.1 Robinson et al., 2010 NA
All scripts and data analyses This study https://github.com/agiess/
RCP_processing
Other
Agencourt RNAClean XP beads Beckman Coulter Cat #A63987RESOURCE AVAILABILITY
Lead Contact
Further information and request for resources and reagents should be directed to the LeadContact, Eivind Valen (eivind.valen@gmail.
com).
Materials Availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.
Data and Code Availability
Custom scripts used to process the RCP-seq libraries are available at the following link: https://github.com/agiess/RCP_processing.
The RCP-seq libraries have been uploaded to the ENA database (accession number PRJEB33323).
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Danio rerio adult fish (AB type), aged 6months to 2 years, were used to collect embryos using standard zebrafish husbandry (Avdesh
et al., 2012). In short, ABmales and females were separated the day before mating. Shortly after first light, fish were put together and
allowed to mate for 10 min. Embryos were collected in E3 medium (5 mM NaCl, 0.17 mM KCl, 0.33 mM CaCl2, 0.33 mM MgSO4),
cleaned, and dechorionated using pronase (1 mg/ml, Sigma) for 5 min. Embryos were cleaned thoroughly after dechorionation
and grown on 2% agarose plates containing E3 medium until the desired stage.
METHOD DETAILS
Embryo sample collection and crosslinking
For RCP-seq zebrafish embryonic samples and their respective RNA-seq controls, dechorionated embryos were stage-matched for
sample collection (at stages 64-cell, Sphere and Shield). 200 embryos were transferred to 2 mL Eppendorf tubes per sample and
washed twice in PBSwith protease inhibitors (1:100 dilution, cOmplete, Mini, EDTA-free protease inhibitor cocktail) immediately prior
to crosslinking, and left in 250 ml.
Embryos were snap-chilled by addition of 750 mL ice-cold PBS with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA, freshly prepared) and immedi-
ately placed on ice. Samples were incubated for 15 min on ice, with gentle agitation. PFA medium was fully removed and 1 mL lysis
buffer (20 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.4, 100 mM KCl, 2 mM MgCl2) added. Glycine was added to a final 0.25 M concentration for PFA
quenching, and samples incubated for 5 min on ice. Embryos were then washed twice in lysis buffer and resuspended in lysis buffer
supplemented with 0.5 mM DTT, 2 mL Superase-In (RNase Inhibitor) and 1x protease inhibitor. Samples were immediately flash
frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at 80C until used.e2 Cell Reports 31, 107534, April 21, 2020
Separation of ribosomal small subunit and ribosomal complexes
Samples were lysed in a cold room (4C) by first shaking at 1,300 rpm for 10min, followed by passing six times through a 27G needle.
Samples were clarified by centrifuging for 15 min at 14,500 g, 4C. The OD260 absorbance of the supernatant was measured by
Nanodrop. 1/10th of each lysate was kept for RNA sequencing of that sample (RNA controls). Based on the absorbance readings,
samples were digested using RNase I (0.0383 U x sample volume (ml) x OD 260 absorbance) for 45 min, at 23C, 300 rpm shaking.
Linear sucrose gradients were made from 5% to 30% sucrose solutions (containing 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.0, 50 mM NH4Cl, 4 mM
MgCl2, 1 mM DTT) with Biocomp Gradient Station (long cap program, 5% to 30%). Gradients were cooled down for 45 min at
4C. Samples were layered on top of each gradient and tubes were centrifuged in a SW-41 rotor (Beckman-Coulter) at 4C,
38,000 rpm for 4 h. The gradients were fractionated using Biocomp Gradient Station and the small subunit and 80S fractions
were identified and collected by monitoring the absorbance profile at 254 nm.
RNA isolation
The collected fractions and RNA controls were supplemented with 1% SDS, 10 mM EDTA, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, and 10 mM
glycine. One volume of phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (pH 4.5) was added to each sample, immediately placed on a shaker
at 65C, 1,300 rpm for 45 min. After a 5 min centrifugation at 15,000 g at room temperature, the aqueous phase was transferred
to a new tube and precipitated by addition of 20 mg glycogen, 0.1 volume 3M sodium acetate (pH 4.5) and 2.5 volumes absolute
ethanol. Samples were precipitated at 20C for at least 3 h. RNA was pelleted by centrifugation at 21,000 g for 40 min, followed
by two washes with 80% ethanol and 20 min centrifugation at 21,000 g, 4C. After drying the pellet, it was resuspended in 17 mL
water, and concentration assessed on Nanodrop.
Construction of RNA control libraries
After RNA extraction, each RNA control sample was DNase-treated with TURBO DNase (Invitrogen) for 30 min at 37C. The reaction
was stopped by addition of EDTA and incubation at 70C for 10min. DNase-treated RNA samples were cleaned up with RNA clean &
concentrator-5 spin columns (Zymo Research). Next, rRNA was removed by using Ribo-Zero Magnetic Gold Kit (Illumina) following
manufacturer’s instructions and purifying RNA using clean & concentrator-5 spin columns (Zymo Research) in a final volume of 13 ml.
RNA samples were then fragmented for 40 min at 90C in an alkaline fragmentation solution (2x solution: 0.5 Vol 0.5 M EDTA, 15 Vol
100 mM Na2CO3, 110 Vol 100 mM NaHCO3). Fragmentation was stopped by addition of precipitating reagents (20 mg glycogen,
0.1 volume 3M sodium acetate (pH 4.5) and 2.5 Vol absolute ethanol) and RNA was precipitated by incubation at20C for minimum
3 h. Fragmented RNA control samples were end-repaired together with the RCP-seq fractions as below. Followed by library con-
struction, following manufacturers’ instructions as described below. Sequencing was performed at 75bp single-end reads.
Construction of RCP-seq sequencing libraries
RNA samples were end-repaired by first incubating for 2min at 80C and on ice for 5min, followed by the addition of 2 mL 10x T4 PNK
buffer, 1 mL SUPERase-In, and 1 mL T4 PNK (10U/ml), and incubated for 2 h at 37C. rRNA fragments were removed by using Ribo-
ZeroMagnetic Gold Kit (Illumina) following manufacturer’s instructions and purifying RNA using clean & concentrator-5 spin columns
(Zymo Research) in a final volume of 13 ml. Libraries were constructed using the TaKaRa SMARTer smRNA-Seq Kit for Illumina,
following manufacturers’ instructions without intermediate freezing points. In general, ATP was used for polyadenylation depending
on the amount of starting material (less than 25 ng, no ATP). The number of cycles used was optimized per sample in the PCR ampli-
fication step and samples were eluted in a final volume of 20 ml. RCP-seq library sizes were checked on Agilent Bioanalyzer DNAHigh
Sensitivity chips. Depending on size distribution, small and/or large fragments were removed by using AMPure XP beads (in order to
remove adaptor dimers and too large fragments not resulting from ribosomal protection). Sequencing was performed on a NextSeq
500 (Illumina) at the Norwegian Sequencing Centre in Oslo, high output mode with single reads of 75 bp or 150 bp.
eIF4E inhibitor assays
The eIF4E inhibitor 4Ei-10 (or 6a; Okon et al., 2017) was synthesized at the Wagner lab (University of Minnesota, USA). The inhibitor
was diluted in DMSO to a concentration of 100 mM, and kept frozen as stock. Further dilutions were performed in water. One nl of two
concentrations (10 mM and 100 nM) were injected into dechorionated zebrafish embryos between 1-4 cell stages, in parallel with
DMSO injections as controls. Embryos were allowed to continue development and samples were collected for RCP-seq at 64-
cell and Shield stages (as described above). Flash frozen samples at Shield stages were also collected for polysome profiling in order
to quantify effects on global translation for both 4Ei-10 and control DMSO injected samples. All comparisons between treated and
untreated samples are done with the DMSO as the untreated control.
Polysome profiling
Control (DMSO-injected) and inhibitor-injected samples were collected at Shield stage and flash frozen to halt ribosomes. Samples
were lysed in polysome lysis buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 5 mM MgCl2, 100 mM KCl, 1% Triton X-100) by shaking for 10 min at
1,300 rpm and 4C, followed by 6x lysing through a 27G needle. Samples were centrifuged at 14,500 g, for 15 min, 4C. The super-
natant was transferred to a new tube and its absorbance at 260 nm was measured with Nanodrop One to quantify RNA content.
Linear sucrose gradients (15%–45%) were prepared in a buffer containing 20mM HEPES KOH (pH 7.4), 5 mM MgCl2, 100 mMCell Reports 31, 107534, April 21, 2020 e3
KCl, 2 mM DTT and 10 mL Superase-In. Gradients were cooled down for 45 min at 4C. Samples were layered atop the gradients
and ultracentrifuged in a Beckman-Coulter SW-41 rotor at 36,000 rpm, 2 h, 4C. Polysome profiles of the gradients were obtained
by in-line 254 nm absorbance measuring with Biocomp Gradient Station. Translation was quantified as the area under the curve
(AUC), by comparing the ratio of polysomes AUC to monosome AUC, and the overall AUC (general translation, monosome +
polysomes).
Reporter assays
Translational efficiency of initiation contexts was tested using eGFP reporters. Three eGFP reporters with different initiation contexts
were synthesized. The coding sequence of eGFP was amplified from pCS2+-eGFP vector using High Fidelity Phusion MasterMix
(ThermoFisher, #F-531L). The forward primers for the PCR included the SP6 promoter sequence, followed by 26 bp of eIF3d leader
sequence and the respective start codon context; the reverse primer (M13-rev) was located after the common SV40 termination
signal included in the pCS2+ vector backbone (see Key Resources Table). Following synthesis by a two-step PCR, samples were
gel-purified and RNA was synthesized with SP6 mMessage mMachine (Thermo Fisher, #AM1340), following manufacturer’s recom-
mendations, and cleaned-up using Zymo RNA Clean & Concentrator-25 columns (Zymo Research, #R1013).
To control for GFP expression changes, we further synthesized RFPmRNAwith a fixed start codon context. The coding sequence
of RFP was amplified from the pT2KXIGdeltaIn-MCS-birA-tagRFP vector (AddGene #58378) using High Fidelity Phusion MasterMix.
The forward primers for the PCR included the SP6 promoter sequence and the reverse Primer was located after the common SV40
termination signal included in the pT2KXIG vector backbone (see Key Resources Table). Following synthesis by a two-step PCR,
samples were processed as above to obtain mRNA.
Stock RNA solutions for injections at 120 ng/ul were made based on Nanodrop & Qubit RNA concentration measurements. RNA
solutions containing RFP and eGFP reporters were co-injected at a final concentration of 50 ng/ul per reporter (with phenol red added
for injection visualization) and injected at 1 nL per embryo at 2-4 cell stage (dechorionated embryos). Embryos were collected and
dechorionated as described above.
Groups of 25 embryos for each of the samples were collected at 24 hpf and used for qRT-PCR and eGFP protein quantification. For
qRT-PCR, RNA was extracted using Trizol, and processed following the protocol previously described (Peterson and Freeman,
2009). eGFP RNA expression was quantified against RFP for injection control and endogenous controls serp1 and Elf1a.
For eGFP protein quantification, the 25 embryos collected were homogenized in 100 mM Tris (pH 7.5) with 1% Triton X-100, and
processed as described in Grzegorski et al. (2014). After quantifying total protein concentration with the Pierce BCA kit (Thermo Sci-
entific), the samples were diluted to equal total protein concentrations. A Qubit fluorometer (Life Technologies) was used to measure
eGFP fluorescence, using 9 technical replicates for each sample, and with GFP dilutions as measurement controls.
Translational efficiency was calculated as described previously (Grzegorski et al., 2014), by quantifying RNA with qRT-PCR and
quantifying eGFP protein by measuring eGFP fluorescence in Qubit. Relative eGFP protein (average of all 9 technical replicates
for each sample) was calculated compared to AAAC (zebrafish Kozak), divided by the relative abundance of eGFP RNA in each cor-
responding sample as measured by normalized qPCR abundance. For the AAAC samples, we compared their eGFP values to the
average of the group to get their individual TE values.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Transcript definitions
The analysis was performed on the most highly expressed transcript from each gene, calculated from total RNA-seq coverage. Cap
analysis gene expression (CAGE) was used to update the 50 UTR on a per sample basis as follows. The highest CAGE peak was
selected in a search region from the 30 most end of the transcript, to the greater of the 50 most end of the 50 UTR or 1000 nt upstream
of the annotated start codon (If the highest CAGE peak was called downstream of the protein TIS the transcript was excluded for
further analysis). Transcripts were excluded from further analysis if they overlapped with the most highly expressed transcript of
another gene, or with an annotated non-coding transcript (defined as all Ensembl transcripts with biotypes other than
protein_coding).
TISUmotif containing transcripts were defined as those with 50 UTRs of% 30 nt in length and a PWM score against the consensus
TISU sequence SAASATGGCGGC (where S is C or G) of > =12. TOP motif containing transcripts were defined as those beginning
with a C followed by at least 4 T nucleotides. Kozak sequence strength was determined through PWM scores against the zebrafish
Kozak matrix taken from Grzegorski et al. (2014). Three genes (ENSDARG00000077330, ENSDARG00000102873, ENS-
DARG00000089382) contained strong coverage peaks across repetitive regions in their 30 UTR and were excluded from plots
showing densities over 30 UTRs (Figure 1B).
Read trimming and alignment
RCP-seq reads were trimmed with cutadapt searching for the ‘‘AAAAAAAAAA’’ added to the 30 of each fragment during library prep-
aration, allowing 1 mismatch and at least 5 nt of overlap. The first 3 nt of each read were removed, reads shorter than 15 nt after
trimming were discarded. The remaining reads were aligned to, in order, the PhiX genome, rRNA from the silva database
(Quast et al., 2013) (version 119), organism-specific ncRNA as defined by Ensembl (zebrafish GRCz10), and organism-specifice4 Cell Reports 31, 107534, April 21, 2020
tRNA produced with tRNA-scan SE (Lowe and Eddy, 1997) (default settings). Reads that did not match to any of the above were
aligned to the D. rerio GRCz10 genome. Total RNA-seq reads were trimmed and aligned to the D. rerio GRCz10 genome. Ribo-
seq reads were trimmed and aligned to rRNA and ncRNA as above, unaligned reads where then aligned to the D. rerio GRCz10
genome. CAGE reads were trimmed and aligned to the D. rerio GRCz10 genome. Alignments were performed using tophat2 (Kim
et al., 2013) against theD. rerioGRCz10 genome and ensembl version 81 gene annotations, reporting up to 20 hits for readsmapping
to multiple locations (later filtered with MAPQ, see below).
TCP-seq data fromSaccharomyces cerevisiae (Archer et al., 2016) (SRA: SRP074093) was processed as above (with the exception
of 1st 3nt removal and using STAR as aligner with default parameters) to the R64_1_1 genome with Ensembl version 79 gene anno-
tations. S. cerevisiae 50 UTR were defined with CAGE (Wery et al., 2016) (GEO: GSE69384).
RCP-seq fractionation
The RCP-seq sedimentation fractions corresponding to small subunits and 80S complexes were determined from sequencing all
sedimentation fractions. Based on coverage profiles with 20 fractions, fractions 12-14were determined to contain small subunit frag-
ments. Fractions 18-19were determined to contain 80S complex fragments. RCP-seq small subunit counts in this study are reported
from a pooled set of all relevant fractions, unless otherwise stated. In order to determine the maximum length of small subunit RCP-
seq reads, one sample was re-sequenced for 150 cycles (shown in Figures S2A–S2D), as opposed to the 75 cycles used for the rest of
the samples.
Further read processing
Inappropriately truncated RCP-seq reads after polyA trimming were updated by extending alignments where trimmed regions
exactly matched transcriptomic references. Unusually high RCP-seq coverage peaks were removed from transcripts by filtering
out reads with the same 50 and 30 coordinates that were present at > = 200 times the average coverage of each transcript. A subset
of small subunit reads (25-35 nt in length), were observed to show 3nt periodicy over the CDS region (Figure 1D, lower left, CDS
region). This periodicity is indicative of translation, but it was not clear if these reads represent the leaky scanning of 43S PICs, queued
behind translating ribosomes, or footprints of translating complexes, where possibly the 60S subunit has become detached, before
sedimentation. As such, reads corresponding to the length of typical translating fragments (length 25-35 nt) were considered ambig-
uous and removed fromRCP-seq small subunit libraries. Conversely the RCP-seq 80S libraries used in Figure 1B,were filtered to only
include the lengths of typical translating fragments (length 25-35 nt), akin to ribo-seq libraries. RCP-seq reads that mapped to po-
sitions overlapping the last 10 nt of each transcript were discarded, to remove 30 peaks that likely result from polyA selection during
the library preparation.
Read counting
The relative enrichment of tRNA species between small subunit and 80S complex fractions was calculated with edgeR (Robinson
et al, 2010) using a binomial generalized log-linear model and likelihood ratio test. Read counts were summed per tRNA anticodon
type. CAGE reads counts were normalized using the power law method from the cageR package (Haberle et al., 2015). The FPKMs
(fragments per kilobase, per million mapped reads) of RCP-seq, Ribo-seq and Total RNA-seq reads with a MAPQ > = 10 were calcu-
lated for transcript 50 UTR, CDS, and 30 UTR regions. Reads that overlappedmultiple regions were preferentially assigned to CDS > 50
UTR > 30 UTR.
Fragment lengths heatmaps and fragment distribution
Metaplots of RCP-seq footprint distributions were plotted in windows across at the 50 most end of transcripts (TSS) or around protein
TIS, for transcripts with at total RNA-seq FPKM> 10 and 50 UTRs at least 100 nt long. Fragment counts are assigned to either the 50 or
the 30 end of the fragment. The heatmaps of counts per fragment length are colored by sum of counts from all transcripts at a given
position for a given fragment length. The proportion of coverage window counts are summed for all transcripts at given position. The
transcripts of genes ENSDARG00000036180, ENSDARG0000001479were observed to have strong artifactual peaks caused by pre-
mature read trimming in polyA regions upstream of the protein TIS and were removed from the TIS plots in Figure 1D.
For the yeast TCP-seq data, the footprints were similarly plotted as heatmaps for the area around the TSS in Figure S2, using a
median based filter to remove transcripts that had extreme peaks in the +2 to +40 region relative to TSS (total of 21 genes). Filter
removed transcript if: peak at any position in +2 to +40 > median footprints in transcript per position * 99 quantile rank of transcript’s
footprints per position + 99.9 quantile rank of the medians of all transcripts.
Scaled coverage meta plots
The coverage, or 50 counts of RCP-seq and ribo-seq reads with a MAPQ > = 10 was calculated across transcript 50 UTRs, CDS, and
30 UTR. Transcripts with 50 UTRs, CDS, and 30 UTR greater than a length cutoff (typically 100 nt) were scaled to the length value.
Values are displayed as the sum of all selected transcripts, mean normalized values or z-score for all selected transcripts. Counts
from each transcript normalized by z-score across the whole transcript allow for comparisons of transcripts across wide expression
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Estimates of 43S PIC loss across 50 UTRs
The coverage of small subunit footprints in regions proximal to the beginning of the transcript and the protein TIS were used to infer
the number of 43S PICs recruited to a transcript and those available for initiation at the protein TIS. These regions were defined based
on coverage metaplots (Figure 3A) as +70 to +120 nt relative to the beginning of the transcript and 100 to 50 nt relative to the
protein TIS. The ratio of coverage in these regions was used to estimate the loss of 43S PICs across 50 UTRs for all protein coding
transcripts, with RNA-seq FPKM > = 10 and 50 UTR > = 220 nt in length.
50 feature plots (Figure 2)
Empirical cumulative density for scanning efficiency and translational efficiency (Figure 2G) were plotted for all protein coding tran-
scripts with > = 10 RNA FPKM. For groups of transcripts starting with; i) an A, C, G or T; or ii) transcripts starting with a TOP motif,
transcripts starting without a TOPmotif and also starting with a C, and transcripts starting without a TOPmotif and also starting with a
A, G or T.
uORF plots (Figure 3)
Upstream open reading frame coverage metaplots were produced for all protein coding transcripts with an ATG uORF starting > 100
nt from the 50 most end of the transcript and the TIS, centering on the first (50 most) ATG uORF within the transcript.
The proportion of small subunit reads mapping upstream (from the beginning of the transcript to the uORF start codon) or down-
streamof the uORF (uORF start codon to the protein TIS) were calculated for all ATG, CTG andGTGuORFs, starting > = 50 nt from the
beginning of the transcript and the protein TIS, in transcripts with RNA FPKM > = 1, stratified by uORF start codon, and Kozak
strength quantile. Similarly the proportion of small subunit reads mapping upstream (from the beginning of the transcript to the
uORF start codon) or downstream of the uORF stop codon to the protein TIS were calculated for all ATG, CTG and GTG uORFs start-
ing > = 50 nt from the beginning of the transcript and > = 50 nt from uORF stop codon to the protein TIS, in transcripts with > = 1 RNA
FPKM, stratified by uORF start codon, and uORF stop codon.
Scanning efficiency, translational efficiency and 50 UTR translational efficiency were calculated for all protein coding transcripts
with 50 UTRs > = 100 nt in length and RNA FPKM> = 1, that contained 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4 ATG uORFs. Statistical significance was reported
between transcripts containing 0 ATG uORFs versus those containing 1-4 ATG uORFs as: W = 112420000, p value < 2.2x1016 for 50
UTR RCP-seq 40S FPKM,W = 138210000 p value < 2.2x1016 for translational efficiency andW = 73953000, p value < 2.2x1016 for
50 UTR translational efficiency.
The ratio of RCP-seq small subunits to ribo-seq 80S complexes over the uORF stop codon, per uORF stop codon, and the trans-
lational efficiency (Figures 3I and 3J) were calculated for all translated ATG, CTG or GTG uORFs starting > = 50 nt from the beginning
of the transcript and > = 50 nt from uORF stop codon to the protein TIS, in transcripts with > = 1 RNA FPKM. Translated uORFs were
defined as those with a normalized uORF coverage of > = 10. Normalized uORF coverage is calculated as the coverage of ribo-seq
80S complexes directly over the uORF, divided by uORF length and ribo-seq 80S library size, normalized by the CDS RNA FPKM of
the transcript containing the uORF. Statistical significance was reported as the ratio of small subunits to 80S over the stop codon of
transcripts containing TAA uORFs versus TGA uORFs (W = 57466000, p value = 2.46x1014), and the translational efficiency of tran-
scripts containing TAA uORFs versus TGA uORFs (W = 73381000, p value = 1.703x1014). Note that for Figures 3I and 3J, a pseu-
docount of 0.1 was added to each value in order to plot all values when log transforming (including those that are 0).
In all uORF plots, uORFs that could be considered extensions to the protein coding region, i.e., those inframe with the CDS but
without an inframe stop codon before the CDS TIS, were excluded.
Initiation plots (Figure 4)
Initiation rates were calculated as the ratio of RCP-seq small subunits in the 50 UTR to RCP-seq 80S complexes in the CDS, for all
protein coding transcript sequences with RNA FPKM > = 10 and 50 UTRs > = 100 nt in length. Initiation rates for transcripts were then
grouped by each nucleotide, per position in a4 to +5window surrounding the protein coding start codon, excluding the start codon.
Median initiation rate was calculated for nucleotides that were present more than 1000 times. Initiation rates were also calculated
over continuous sequence contexts, using a smaller window of 4 to +3 nucleotides surrounding protein coding start sites, calcu-
lating themean initiation rate for all sequences present > = 20 times in the selected transcripts. This smaller windowwas used in order
to increase the number of transcripts present in each sequence bin.
Statistical testing and plotting
Significance testing was performed in R using the Wilcoxon rank sum test with continuity correction. The metrics used to investigate
relationships between small subunits and 80S footprints are summarized below. Boxplot upper whiskers extend from the 1st quartile
to the largest value no further than 1.5 times the distance between the first and third quartile, from the first quartile. Boxplot lower
whiskers extend from the third quartile to the smallest value no further than 1.5 times the distance between the first and third quartile,
from the third quartile.
Formulas used in this study
uORF small subunit (SSU) consumption rate for start codons:e6 Cell Reports 31, 107534, April 21, 2020
SSU coverage upstream of uORF start=length of upstream region
SSU coverage downstream of UORF start= length of downstream region
uORF small subunit consumption rate for stop codons:
SSU coverage upstream of uORF start= length of upstream region
SSU coverage downstream of uORF start= length of downstream region
uORF stop codon recognition rate:
SSU count at uORF stop codon
80S count at uORF stop codon
uORF readthrough rate:
80S count downstream of uORF stop codon=length of downstream region
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